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"Major coffee shop chains and third wave coffee shops
have expanded consumer awareness and demand for

premium roasts and specialty beverages, which are now
especially popular with younger consumers. However, they

face stiff competition from fast food restaurants, donut
shops, c-stores and other casual restaurants that have

expanded their offerings."
- Amanda Topper, Associate Director - Foodservice

This report looks at the following areas:

• Competitive, crowded landscape compounded by RTDs
• Specialty drinks, premium coffee have a pricey reputation

In this competitive landscape, growth lies with effective outreach to key, highly engaged consumer
groups and with ongoing innovation in flavor, format and functionality as well as in loyalty programs,
delivery services and kiosks.
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Coffee, chocolate, caramel and nut coffee flavors growing fastest
Figure 17: Change in incidence of coffee drink flavors on menus, Q1 2016-Q1 2019
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Figure 18: Change in incidence of tea drinks on menus, by flavor, Q1 2016-Q1 2019

Gen Z and Millennials as well as parents, Hispanic and Asian consumers are key to coffee market growth

Starbucks, Dunkin’ and McDonald’s are most-visited locations

Location, price and quality are top factors driving venue selection

Affordable drinks, program rewards and flavor variety are wanted

Strongest growth in AFH consumption of cold brew and specialty drinks
Figure 19: Coffee/tea drinks consumed AFH, April 2017-April 2019

Younger consumers drive demand for cold, iced and specialty coffees
Figure 20: Coffee/tea drinks consumed AFH, by generation, April 2019

Regular coffee is most popular, but iced, blended and cold brew growing
Figure 21: AFH coffee and tea purchases in past three months, May 2019

Millennials, eager for variety, enjoy the widest repertoire of drinks
Figure 22: Repertoire of AFH coffee and tea purchases in past three months, by generation, May 2019

Gen Z active in the coffee market through flavored cold drinks
Figure 23: AFH coffee and tea purchases in past three months, by generation, May 2019
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Parents frequent a wide range and number of venues for AFH coffee/tea
Figure 29: AFH coffee and tea purchase location in past three months, by parental status, May 2019

Race/Hispanic origin shape venue preferences for AFH coffee/tea
Figure 30: AFH coffee and tea purchase location in past three months, by race/Hispanic origin, May 2019

Coffee chains prized for quality, others for convenience and value
Figure 31: Correspondence Analysis – Symmetrical map – Foodservice segment perceptions, May 2019
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Figure 32: Foodservice segment perceptions, May 2019

Over half purchase premium coffee a few times a month or more
Figure 33: Premium coffee purchase frequency, May 2019

Millennials stand out as avid premium coffee drinkers
Figure 34: Premium coffee purchase frequency, by generation, May 2019

Hispanic consumers eager for premium coffee
Figure 35: Premium coffee purchase frequency, by Hispanic origin, May 2019

Superior taste is key association with premium coffee
Figure 36: Premium coffee associations, May 2019

Target Millennial and Gen X coffee lovers
Figure 37: Premium coffee associations, by generation, May 2019

Coffee chains widely associated with high-quality coffee
Figure 38: Foodservice segment perceptions, “high-quality coffee products,” by location, May 2019

One third self-identify as coffee enthusiasts
Figure 39: AFH coffee attitudes, May 2019

Positive attitudes from Gen Z and Millennials bolsters their engagement
Figure 40: AFH coffee attitudes, by generation, May 2019

Four in 10 parents identify as coffee enthusiasts
Figure 41: AFH coffee attitudes, by parental status, May 2019

Positive attitudes reflect and support strong Hispanic engagement
Figure 42: AFH coffee attitudes, by Hispanic origin, May 2019

Figure 43: Important factors for AFH coffee purchase location, May 2019

Convenient location, quality beverages and low price optimize venue appeal
Figure 44: TURF Analysis – AFH coffee venue selection, May 2019

Figure 45: Table – TURF Analysis – AFH coffee venue selection, May 2019

Gen Z wants quality cold drinks and values quality food, customization
Figure 46: Important factors for AFH coffee purchase location, by generation, May 2019

Parents weigh more factors – seeking variety, quality and good food
Figure 47: Important factors for AFH coffee purchase location, by parental status, May 2019

Hispanic consumers value price over location, value quality and good food
Figure 48: Important factors for AFH coffee purchase location, by Hispanic origin, May 2019

Affordable drinks, program rewards and flavor variety are desired
Figure 49: AFH coffee innovation interest, May 2019
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Gen X and Millennials call for more variety and loyalty program rewards
Figure 50: AFH coffee innovation interest, by generation, May 2019

Figure 51: AFH coffee innovation interest, by generation, May 2019

Sustainability and subscriptions among innovations sought by Asian and Hispanic consumers
Figure 52: AFH coffee innovation interest, by race and Hispanic origin, May 2019
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